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Abstract: Advanced machine learning has achieved extraordinary success in recent years. “Active”
operational risk beyond ex post analysis of measured-data machine learning could provide help
beyond the regime of traditional statistical analysis when it comes to the “known unknown” or even
the “unknown unknown.” While machine learning has been tested successfully in the regime of the
“known,” heuristics typically provide better results for an active operational risk management (in the
sense of forecasting). However, precursors in existing data can open a chance for machine learning to
provide early warnings even for the regime of the “unknown unknown.”

Keywords: operational risk; artificial intelligence; machine learning; heuristics; machine reasoning

1. Introduction

Operational risk (OpRisk) is defined by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision
(Basel Committee on Banking Supervision ) (BCBS) as the risk of loss resulting from inadequate
or failed internal processes, people, and systems, or from external events including legal risk.
Within the new Based III framework, the standardised approach for measuring minimum
operational-risk capital requirements replaces all existing approaches in the previous Basel II
framework. This new standardised approach methodology is based on: (i) the Business Indicator (BI)
as a financial-statement-based proxy for operational risk; (ii) the Business Indicator Component (BIC)
calculated by multiplying the BI by a set of regulatory-determined marginal coefficients; and (iii) the
Internal Loss Multiplier (ILM) as a scaling factor based on a bank’s average historical losses.

The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (Basel Committee on Banking Supervision ) (BCBS)
pointed out that, “The financial crisis highlighted two main shortcomings with the existing operational
risk framework. First, capital requirements for operational risk proved insufficient to cover operational
risk losses incurred by some banks. Second, the nature of these losses—covering events such as
misconduct, and inadequate systems and controls—highlighted the difficulty associated with using
internal models to estimate capital requirements for operational risk.” With this revised approach
comes an implicit paradigm shift, as banks will be incentivised for actively fighting OpRisk (resulting
in a lower scaling factor on the long run) instead of being incentivised for optimizing internal models
to estimate distribution function for recorded losses. Any active ex ante management of OpRisk is
the task of the business line (i.e., the “first line of defence” as defined by the Institute of Internal
Auditors (Institute of Internal Auditors ) (IIA) with: (i) business line; (ii) central OpRisk management;
and (iii) internal audit. Only the first line of defence has the chance to fight against OpRisk if an early
warning system can detect “risk” before losses occur. The challenge is the correct separation between
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the majority of correct and a fraction of suspicious events based on some “learned” patterns especially
for high-severity, but low-frequency events. Can the recent advances in “machine learning” help to
forecast critical events before losses materialise?

Machine learning has achieved extraordinary success in recent years. Nonlinear learning is now
the platinum standard for various challenging machine learning, e.g., in processing of natural language,
playing sophisticated games such as Go or Poker, or driving vehicles (nearly) autonomously. Two main
developments are accountable for those successes: the vast sets of available data and the massive
increase in available computer power. This tipping point of available resources also lead to a shift from
the original approaches of artificial intelligence (AI) fifty years ago, i.e., from the idea of computational
“understanding” to data-driven computational statistics and pattern recognition.

State-of-the-art machine learning such as Relation Networks (Santoro et al. 2017), Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNN, first by Fukushima 1980; standard reference: (LeCun et al. 1999),
current e.g.,: (Szegedy et al. 2015; Conneau et al. 2017)), Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN,
Goodfellow et al. 2014) or the recently rediscovered Long Short-Term Memory feedback network
(LSTM, Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997) are not elementary approaches, but combinations of basic
methods of machine learning such as kernel methods or decision tree (Mohri et al. 2012) together
with advanced artificial neutral networks (ANN). Machine learning can offer new approaches to risk
management compared to traditional (statistical) methods, but has assumptions and limitations.
Recently Schmidhuber (2015) provided an excellent review about “learning” with the current
techniques, which would be recommended for further details.

However, one has to be careful as any kind of “machine learning” is either based on large data sets
(i.e., statistical approach based on measured data in the past) or on predefined set of rules (i.e., learing
to play games). As Domingos (2016) wrote in a blog:

In reality, the main purpose of machine learning is to predict the future. Knowing the movies
you watched in the past is only a means to figuring out which ones you’d like to watch next. . . .
If something has never happened before, its predicted probability must be zero—what else could it be?

On the other hand, Domingos (2012) admitted that “data alone is not enough,” any prediction is
limited and classifiers—as one example for machine learning—always need some ex ante knowledge.

In a nutshell, machine learning based on vast data sets can recognize patterns, reduce
dimensionality, and extract estimations for statistical means of features, even if there is a great amount
of “noise” in the data. Active management of operational risk has to deal with a power law1 behaviour
of risk events (“fat tails” of the distributions with “rare evnts”), where no “regular” behaviour can
be assumed a priori from date measurements from the past, as “rare” implies nonsufficient statistics.
Nevertheless, there could be hidden pattern (in the sense of precursors of rare events), for which
machine learning could be useful to provide early warnings.

The scope of this paper is to examine the (possible) implementations of machine leaning compared
to (human) heuristics for an “active” operational risk management. In contrast to the established ex
post statistical analysis of measured OpRisk data, the questions of this paper are:

1. Is there an opportunity to apply machine learning to predict the future beyond statistical
estimations of average distribution functions to support active operational risk management?

2. For what regime of the “unknown”—rare events or even unforeseen event types—could machine
learning be applied?

3. Has machine learning always benefited compered to human heuristics when it should be
implemented for fighting OpRisk events?

1 For the scope of this paper and the discussion about the tail of the distribution, this simplification on “power law” (or Pareto
distributions) is sufficient. For further discussion such as generalized Pareto distributions or g-and-h distribution, the reader
is referred to the literature (see e.g., Degen et al. 2007).
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Those three questions will be discussed starting from a review of the typical power-law behaviour
of operational risk data with three (overlapping) regimes of the “known”, the “unknown”, and the
“unknown unknown”. For all three regimes, the advantages and disadvantages of machine learning
will be analysed and discussed. It should be remarked that an “active” OpRisk management
fighting events before losses occur is a different approach compared to the established perspective
on operational risk to monitor/measure occurred losses and estimate capital requirements with ex
post data about bank’s average historical losses. For a detailed discussion of ex post operational
risk controlling, the reader should refer to the literature, e.g., “Modeling, Measuring and Hedging
Operational Risk” by Cruz (2002).

2. Active Operational Risk Management and the Domains of the “Unknown”

To set the scene for the discussion, the aspect of an “active” in operational risk management has
to be defined and separated from statistical methods for operational risk controlling.

First, a principle difference between OpRisk and other types of risks such as market risk or credit
risk results from the different perspectives. The starting point for market risk or credit risk is always
a portfolio of assets. For such a portfolio, a typical risk indicator such as, e.g., value-at-Risk can be
calculated ex post and for every potential new transaction to a portfolio, the incremental risk can be
calculated ex ante. Contrary, OpRisk is usually seen from an ex post perspective to calculate and report
risk indicators. However, an active OpRisk management require early-warning mechanisms to make
decisions about potential events which can be seen at the horizon.

The second difference can be derived from Figure 1, as both the aggregated loss data taken
from Basel Committee’s ‘2008 Loss Data Collection Exercise for Operational Risk’ (in the following:
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (Basel Committee on Banking Supervision ) BCBS) and
the data set of Nagafuji et al. (2011) for loss data among Japanese banks show a clear power-law
behavior for the tail of the frequency-severity distribution. As already pointed out by Moscadelli (2004);
De Fontnouvelle et al. (2005); Giacometti et al. (2007), such data for severity S (equaling monetary loss
due to OpRisk events) and frequency F(S) can be fitted with a power law distribution F(S) ∝ S −λ. For a
more detailed analysis, a Generalized Pareto Distribution (GPD; see, e.g., (Chavez-Demoulin et al.
2006; Ferreira and Haan 2014; Ferreira and Ferreira 2017)) or other sophisticated statistical distributions
can be applied, but for the scope of this paper, a power law provides the simplest fit to data with “fat
tails” following Occam’s razor and reveals the fundamental difference in the shape of the distribution
to the “peaked” Gaussian-like distribution used for market and credit risk.

Third, power law distributions are typical for “destructive” phenomena, which range from
insurance events such as earthquakes, fires, or avalanches, to distribution of the mass of asteroids
(created by destructive collisions) and fragments in heavy ion collisions (see Clauset et al. 2009;
Trautmann et al. 1993). Therefore, the severity S and frequency F(S) are plotted in a double
logarithmic diagram in Figure 1, and the power-law distribution is a straight line with
log10(F) = const − (λ • log10(S)). This representation is the same as the fatality-frequency diagrams2

in quantitative risk assessment for complex technical installations as discussed by Aven (2011).
Power-laws distribution need not have an infinite first moment, but always have some divergent
moment. However, typically operational risk data in banks can be fitted with a power law with a
lambda smaller than 1, which makes this type of distribution problematic for calculations of economic
capital due to an infinite mean value.

The fourth difference is associated with the third one, as a power-law distribution implies that
unprecedented events (i.e., event not available in any data set) could be very catastrophic in the sense
of “one-claim-causes-ruin” as coined by Nešlehová et al. (2006).

2 Sometimes also called “probability-impact diagrams.”
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Figure 1. Distribution of number of losses (frequency) and gross loss amount by severity of loss
reported by Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (Basel Committee on Banking Supervision )
BCBS and data of Nagafuji et al. (2011) for loss severity distributions among Japanese banks (for details,
please refer to the respective publications). The frequency-severity distribution Basel Committee
on Banking Supervision (Basel Committee on Banking Supervision ) BCBS is plotted in double
logarithmic scales, while the total amount-severity distribution is a lin-log plot (see detailed discussion
in (Milkau and Neumann 2012)).

Looking at the difference between an estimation of future events within a measured distribution
and a prediction about the “unknown” in the sense of Knight (1921), Aven (2016) discussed the different
concepts of “risk” in current terminology as especially useful for risk managing in typical high-risk
industries [quote]:

“aleatory (representing variation) and epistemic (due to lack of knowledge). For aleatory uncertainty
there is broad agreement about using probabilities with a limiting relative frequency interpretation.
However, for representing and expressing epistemic uncertainty, the answer is not so straightforward.”

An illustration is given in Figure 2, with a measured distribution of OpRisk events in business line
transaction banking. Taking into account work of Motet and Bieder (2017); Aven (2016); Milkau (2012);
Kwakkel and Pruyt (2011); Samson et al. (2009), one can build a bridge from the “known” to the
“unknown unknown” for Risk R = {Event, Consequence, “measured” Frequency and “estimated”
probability including SoK3: (Strength of Knowledge supporting P)}4:

1. Historical loss data with actual (equaling measured) events, defined by R0 = {E, L, N; SoK = 1}
with type of OpRisk event E, loss L, recorded number of events N. For aggregated events,
a statistical measurement error can be added Ri = {Ei, Li, Ni, σi; SoK = 1}.

3 The concept of the “Strength of Knowledge” emerges on the borderline of statistics and didactical communication about
statistical results. As Figure 2 will show later in this paper, all information is contained in the data and in the description
about the conditions how the data was taken. Usually, one would assume that the Frequency of events and the Time of the
measurement follow the inequation 1/F << T to avoid nonsignificant data set. However, in the case of “very fat tails” like in
power-law distributions, one also has to deal with situations 1/F > T, i.e., extrapolations to very rare event types.

4 It has to be noted that in context of machine learning there is also a definition of “risk” for the empirical error, i.e., the error a
classifier incurs over the training sample (see Shalev-Shwartz and Ben-David 2014). From an OpRisk perspective, this would
be a model risk.
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2. Operational risk R = {E, L, Ps; SoK} with a Bayesian interpretation of Ps as a subjective measure of
uncertainty about the risk as seen through the eyes of the analyst and based on some assumptions
and some knowledge about the “risk-generating process,” i.e., the Bayesian perspective (usually
with an assumption that the underlying process is going to be repeated for an infinite number
of times).

3. Estimation of (future) risk R* = {E, L, Pf*, U(Pf*), SoK} while the probability Pf of the relative
frequency is unknown as no empirical data are available (the “extrapolation” area for magnitudes
>10 million € in Figure 2), when the risk generating process is time-dependent (i.e., nonstationary),
or when assumptions for an extrapolation show large variations (e.g., in risk self-assessment).
An estimation for R* includes an estimated Pf*, the uncertainty U of this probability U(Pf*),
and the Strength of Knowledge SoK, on which the estimation is based.

4. Uncertainty of “unknown” future with replacement of the frequency-interpreted probability Pf
by the uncertainty U(SoK) itself, giving a risk perspective RU = {E, L, U(SoK)}. This is more than
a simple algebraic replacement, as it shifts the concept of risk from the calculation of probabilities
(with a given SoK) to the question of uncertainties of ex ante knowledge (with SoK << 1).

5. The “unknown unknown”, i.e., the risk of “one-claim-causes-ruin” with no historical knowledge
and low probability Pf e.g., about 1-in-10,000 years. Such events are not repeatable (as one event
is, per definition, a final catastrophe), which contradicts the assumption of the probabilistic
interpretation and which indicated a break from “measurable” monetary loss to “possible”
disaster with no knowledge: RD = (E, Disaster, SoK ≈ 0). As an intermediate conclusion, one can
ask the question whether any kind of machine learning based on measured data could handle
those aspects of risk far beyond the existing data.

Figure 2. Comparison of a distribution of operational risk events based on decade years of OpRisk data
(including error bars and fit function; data taken from (Milkau 2012)) with the three different domains
of the Knightian “unknowns” and typical examples for actual OpRisk events. The three domains are
overlapping in reality and the separation depends on the data set to be analysed.

3. Applications of Machine Learning for the “Known”

Credit card fraud could be seen as a reasonable proxy for OpRisk in the high frequency/low
severity domain and can be taken as an illustrative example for the development over the last decades.
Along with the introduction of electronic card payments (replacing the card imprinter and the paper
slip), this combat changed from ex post reporting of fraud (with weekly “hot list” bulletins passed
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to the merchants) to real-time authorization in the early 1980s. The fraud management in credit card
authorization systems includes two main steps:

• feature extraction about customers’ behaviour pattern to pay by card as classification criteria;
• classification of a single transaction at checkout “on the fly” with an authorization requested.

Banks and credit card companies (e.g., VISA) started in the mid-1990s to test and implement
the first artificial neural networks (ANN) as an additional component to enhance the fraud detection
systems (see e.g., PRNewswire 1993; Ghosh and Reilly 1994; Ehramikar 2000; Pun 2011). Today,
e.g., VISA applies a combination of machine learning methods from statistical techniques such as
regression analysis via decision trees to ANN to provide classification.5 A similar example—but
focussed on corporate fraud payments—was developed recently by Vocalink Analytics (a Mastercard
company) and NatWest and launched as Corporate Fraud Insights (Vocalink 2018). However, VISA
(CyberSource 2016) pointed out the limitations of machine learning [emphasis by the authors]:

• “Machine learning relies on good input data”.6

• “Machine learning is only as good as the human data scientists behind it”.
• “Machine learning is often a black box, especially when self-learning techniques are employed. The machine

can learn the wrong thing”.
• “A way to counteract the downsides of machine learning is to combine an automated machine learning

system with a rules-based approach”.

One critical factor in understanding the machine learning “black boxes” results from a holistic
perspective. With a wrong tuning, the learner could be rather effective in identifying fraudulent events,
but with the collateral damage of many false positive identifications. Classifying consumers as “false
positive” is annoying for a buyer not able to pay with the card. As Bhalla (2016) ellaborated:

“major consumer pain point of being falsely declined when trying to make a purchase”.

First, one has to think about the basic definition of “risk.” Since 2009, there is a new ISO 31000
definition of risk (see Purdy 2010), which shifted emphasis from the ex post perspective to the
possibility of an achievement of an objective (e.g., a commercial objective to generate a profit from
credit card issuing including risk coverage of fraud, but also cost for customer retention). When risk
is defined like this, it reveals more that managing risk is a process of optimization that makes the
achievement of those objectives more likely. Active risk management has to reduce the overall risk,
e.g., in cards business but with a holistic perspective7 about machine learning from increasing true
positive hit rate to reducing “public” customer complaints (as a part of reputational risk management).

Second, one can usually observe a misunderstanding of the performance of a binary classifier
(with true positive rate/hit rate and true negative rate versus positive predictive “PPV” and negative
predictive value “NPV”). A recent example—although not associated with financial services—was
described by Spielkamp (2017): the confrontation of ProPublica (a nonprofit news organization) and
Northpointe, (the developer company) about COMPAS. COMPAS is a software used in the USA to
forecast which criminals are most likely to reoffend.

The question was whether, “blacks are almost twice as likely as whites to be labelled a higher risk but
not actually reoffend”. Without going into the details, the main conclusion was according to Krishna

5 Another example is Risk-Based Authentication for online banking access (see Cser 2017).
6 This apparently simple requirement could be challenging with real-world training data sets, as recently shown with an

intriguing example by Lapuschkin et al. (2016) that learners could “learn” artefacts, which were correlated with the real
content by chance and were not detected beforehand.

7 Recently Schmidhuber (2017) discussed ideas how AI-powered robots can be provided with “artificial curiosity,” which is
one way to find new solutions in situation with limited resources including social cooperation. If overall profitability is
treaded as a limited resource, there can be a way for AI to learn to achieve holistic benefits, even without explicit training.
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Gummadi, head of the Networked Systems Research Group at the Max Planck Institute for Software
Systems in Germany, that both positions (the software is biased or not) were “right,” as ProPublica
compared [quote] “false positive rates and false negative rates for blacks and whites and found them to be
skewed in favor of whites. Northpointe, in contrast, compared the PPVs for different races and found them to be
similar”.

Third, Dietvorst et al. (2015, 2016) elaborated about a natural “algorithm aversion,” i.e., that “people
erroneously avoid algorithms after seeing them err,” although the performance of machine algorithms was
better compared to human forecasts. As a consequence, any discussion about machine learning in
OpRisk managing with experts and management has to take into account the psychological dimension
of “decisions” made by machines.

As a synopsis for the first domain of the “known,” three issues can be summarized concerning
machine learning:

1. There are differences of OpRisk types (e.g., credit card fraud versus delayed corporate actions),
which all have to be treated differently and with different machine learning approaches.

2. A combination of existing data plus ex ante knowledge (typically described by “rules”) is needed
to train the learners to extract individual patterns.

3. A holistic understanding of the (commercial) objectives t is required to avoid a “right”
fine-tuning of the learners to the “wrong” goals. There is a meta-risk to solve a single problem
(e.g., fine-tuning of fraud protection systems), but increase the holistic business risk due to
inappropriate model assumptions.

4. Machine Learning and Heuristic for the “Known Unknown”

In the domain of the “Known Unknown,” there is a general problem for any kind of generalisation
due to the limited available data (or in other works risk of “overfitting”). A well-known example
in the case of classifiers is the problem of bias and variance, or underfitting versus overfitting.
Hastie et al. (2009) defined:

• Bias as a machine learning’s tendency to learn a wrong thing consistently (due to erroneous
assumptions in the underlying learning algorithm, e.g., in linear “leaners”);

• Variance as the tendency to learn random “noise” irrespective of the real signal (e.g., in decision
trees or random forests).

This problem applies to all forms of supervised learning, whether classification, regression
(function fitting), or a structured output learning. All models of supervised learning assume labelled
input of right and wrong example data. For the domain of the “Known Unknown” this issue is
illustrated in Figure 3 with a very simple but general example: A game of darts is used to explain the
situation of OpRisk events with frequencies of 1 event p.a. to 1 event in a decade (see Figure 2). We can
derive a generalized sample (equaling one round of darts with n = 20) from the existing historical
records of OpRisk data within the whole data set of 50 billion transactions in one decade. However,
the OpRisk events in this domain are rather solitary events without a reasonable generalization:

• In this domain, it is not possible to provide data with a “negative” label—so what should the
learner learn?

• If we add some known rules of the game (only darts on the target are “OK”), we already have a
classifier (in the sense of “x2 + y2 < r2”), which does not require any learner.

• The challenge of active risk management in the first line of defence would be to “predict” a trend,
which could possibly lead to an OpRisk event—but ex ante.
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In Figure 3, the illustrative example shows a situation with (a) a typical data set for events with the
label “OK,” which (b) indicated the problem that no generalizable negative event is present. The four
graphs (c) describe possible developments in this game after five more rounds of 10 (equaling 50 actual
events). In all scenarios, one event is out-of-target with a similar position outside the disc, but the
route courses (d) for the scenarios are different:

• shift of the barycentre of the fifth series (by chance);
• literally “moving target” due to a drift of the dart board;
• constant drift of the barycentre of the series;
• singular “lemons” (e.g., the first try in a series or, literally, the first cars produced on Mondays).

Without any ex ante experience, or “heuristics,” about such possible trends, it would not be
feasible to extract any reasonable early-warning signal from a trend of few significant events. In such
cases—and even more with 50 billion transaction in a decade with few OpRisk events to learn
from—heuristics provides high effectiveness (see Gigerenzer and Brighton 2009; Gigerenzer et al. 2011;
Gigerenzer and Gaissmaier 2011).

For the domain of the “known unknown,” it is crucial that long-term experience of the experts is
included to detect early-warning signals for future OpRisk events. The idea of “data only” falls short
in this middle domain of a power law distribution of OpRisk events.8 The use of ex ante knowledge
is illustrated in Figure 4 (taken from (Bott and Milkau 2015)) with a time series of reconciliation
data in transaction banking. One known source of derivations from a benchmark emerge from the
introduction of new products, which were tested but show unexpected effects in real production. Those
new products are introduced in a ramp-up procedure, starting with few transactions at the beginning
and an increase over some time. The experience (i.e., heuristics) is a typical pattern for problem
(if any) with repeated precursors at the beginning, followed by extended sequence of events and a

8 It should be noted that this situation resamples similar problems in other fields of machine learning such as, e.g., autonomous
vehicles. For many extreme situations, especially situations leading to accidents, the initial models are trained with few data
points, which often do not generalize well. To learn dangerous situations, recorded video data have to be combined with
synthetic, computer generated video, e.g., for a tree falling on a street due to a storm. This combination of actual data with
synthetic data based on heuristics and learning in case of very limited data requires more research about machine learning
and models for the handling extremes events.
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“delayed” situation with significant derivation from the defined benchmark. Based on these heuristics,
even patterns with a noncritical behaviour can be potential early-warning indicators. Although it
is impossible to monitor all possible trends for OpRisk events, a number of such “ways into risk”
are known usually (e.g., derivations in reconciliation, delayed payments, clustering of cancellations,
timing correlation of first and second step of tasks with four-eye-principles, increase of allocated
system resources, etc.).

Figure 4. Example for an ongoing monitoring of a straight-through-processing (“STP”) reconciliation
process over one year with a typical development of a risky situation: 1. repeated precursors;
2. extended sequence of precursors, “delayed” situation with significant derivation from the defined
benchmark; i.e., 95% STP rate (see detailed discussion in (Bott and Milkau 2015)).

In the domain of the “known unknown,” a combination of heuristics (“what to learn”) and
advanced machine learning (“how to learn”) can be a helpful tool for active risk management in the
first line of defence with enhanced detection of early warning patterns. In those cases, more simple
learners9 have practical advantages and can help to avoid an additional model risk from “black box”
tools, which can provide false positive warnings with financial losses due to “emergency shutdown”
in a business line. However, each sentry knows that keeping watch for things that happen rarely but
with large impact is a very boring task. Technology is better for performing this.

Finally, yet importantly, there are some similarities between such an active OpRisk management
and computer games (e.g., with attacks to be fought off, or developments to be predicted and
circumvented). As state-of-the-art machine learning, like deep reinforcement learning, achieved
tremendous success in playing games, it will be an open issue for future research, whether these
sophisticated techniques could provide benefits for the first line of defence.

5. Machine Learning It the “Unknown Unknown”

For a discussion of the domain of “once in a lifetime events,” it is important to recall the scope
of the business. The Conduct Costs Project Report 2016 (McCormick and Stears 2016) for the top 20
banks with highest conduct costs reported a grand total for 2011–2015 GBP bn 252.25 and (one year
overlapping) for 2008–2012 GBP bn 197.76, which roughly results in global conduct costs of GBP bn
40 p.a. This magnitude has to be compared to publicly reported OpRisk events, in which typically the

9 In principle, the simplest “learners” are rule-based “Key Risk Indicators” (KRI). Typical KRIs in banking are, e.g., “continuous
days of vacation <10” or “cancelled trades.” In the first case, there is a heuristics based on the well-known “rouge trader”
events that traders should take a fortnight of vacation once a year with somebody else taking over the responsibility for
their portfolios. In the second one, some pattern of “cancelled trades” (from a simple monitoring of enhanced numbers to
derivation over time from a “normal” pattern) can be an indication, but usually there are no or not enough right positive
cases to learn from with some significant statistics.
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final financial loss is smaller compared to the nominal value of the transaction. One example is the
accidentally transferred payment at German state bank KfW recently [quoted from Reuters (2017)]:

“German state bank Kfw accidentally transferred 7.6 billion euros ($8.2 billion) to four other banks
but got the money back, incurring costs of 25,000 euros, executive board member Guenther Braeunig
said on Wednesday.”

KfW explained the event in a press release [quote from (KFW 2017)]:

“In the afternoon of 20 February 2017, a mistake in configuration works performed by an experienced
IT programmer of KfW caused a temporary system bug in a payment transaction software. This led to
multiple payments being made by KfW to four banks.”

This example can illustrate two features, which are rather characteristic for the discussion of the
“Unknown Unknown”

• A gap between actual financial losses (reported data for the event including applied measures to
contain the loss) and potential “worst case” scenarios (for a situation that never happened before
in reality);

• Complexity of the root cause, which is typically a coincidence of many “elementary” causes.

The “Strength of Knowledge” (SoK) for the “Unknown Unknown” is SoK << 1. Therefore, a naïve
application of machine learning can be an additional source of risk (i.e., model risk), as the extrapolation
can be misunderstood for its prediction power (see Figure 5). Nevertheless, the power-law behaviour
of the OpRisk event distribution can provide some qualitative guideline to “get a feeling” for the
“Unknown Unknown.” For a detailed theoretical introduction about power laws in theory and nature,
the reader is referred to a recent review of Marković and Gros (2014). For the purpose of this paper,
the chief economist of the Bank of England, Haldane (2012), summarized basic insight about power
laws in a speech focused on risk management in banking. He explained two possible mechanisms:
self-organized criticality (“SOC,” proposed in the seminal work of (Bak et al. 1987)) and highly
optimised tolerance (“HOT,” compilation by Carlson and Doyle (2002)).

Summarized from Haldane (2012), both mechanisms can be illustrated with the development of
forest fires as an example:

• In the SOC framework, one would imagine an area, where trees are naturally and randomly
growing with occasional lightning strikes that could cause a fire. Over longer time, the forest
will “organise” itself (internally) into a meta-stable state: most of the time, fires are small and
contained, but on rare occasions, a random lightning strike can cause the forest to be lost.

• In the HOT framework, the forest is not “self-organising,” but a (human) forester takes concern
for the expected yield of the forest with a trade-off: a more densely filled forest makes for
superior expected yield, but it also exposes the forest to higher fire risk. The human (external)
response is to build firebreaks: larger in number where lightning strikes, fewer where they are
rare. This arrangement maximises expected yield. However, it will also result in occasional
“systemic” forest fires (as, e.g., scrub will be removed, which typically leads to small fires in free
nature, which “clean” the forest).

If this assumption is right, catastrophic events would be rooted in smaller events and there could
be a “hidden” trace from the “known” to the “unknown.”10 Future research at the crossroad of machine
learning and operational risk will be needed to get more insight.

10 A similar approach was reported recently by Liu et al. (2016); Jones (2017) for a total different field of research, i.e., detecting
extreme weather in climate data sets, with Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) classification system and Deep Learning
technique for tackling climate pattern detection problems.
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6. Outlook: Fighting Risk with Machine Reasoning

Although the scope of this paper is on machine learning and feature extraction, Artificial
Intelligence has the potential to go beyond the task of classification, as machine reasoning is able to
make decisions in situations without predefined solutions. For an introduction to machine reasoning,
the reader is referred to the work of Bottou (2014) “From machine learning to machine reasoning.”

As machine reasoning does not require vast amounts of data, but is based on formalised
experience, machine reasoning can bridge the gap for the use in an active OpRisk management in the
first line of defence. Following Boos (2017), the building blocks of a machine reasoning systems are:

• Knowledge Items (KI) as atomic pieces of experts’ knowledge about OpRisk management and
possible action in the first line of business to react;

• Knowledge Core (KC) as accessible semantic map of an organization’s data based on KIs plus
information about the structure of an organization;

• Machine Reasoning (MR) to solve ambiguous and complex problems.

An approach “KI⇒ KC⇒MR” has been applied for automatic decision making in other contexts,
but could likewise be applied to OpRisk management to fight risk by real-time automation, if an early
warning for OpRisk is triggered. Such machine reasoning is already used in other situations (such as
data center ticket management, etc.), but not in actual production in transaction banking.

The advantage of machine reasoning would be the instant reaction to new situation (as illustrated
in Figure 6). If the actual situation is changing (indicated by the move of a barrier in the labyrinth
in Figure 6), the system would be able to use the stored KI in the KC to derive a new solution
to the challenge (leaving the labyrinth). Applied to real-time response to predicted OpRisk event,
an “adaptive automation” could be helpful in transaction banking with a tremendous magnitude of
transaction and only few warnings for OpRisk events, which is a rather boring situation for humans
but not for machines. Nevertheless, such an approach requires verification in real-world situation in a
first line of defence.

Figure 5. Problem of a classification based on a training data set with two classes of events “+” and
“−”, when extrapolated into a domain far off the existing data (based on discussion of different AI
methods in (Domingos 2012)).
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Figure 6. Machine reasoning illustrated by the example of “way through a labyrinth” (based on
discussion in (Boos 2017)).

7. Conclusions

The characteristic power-law behaviour of operational risk with the three regimes of the “known,”
the “known unknown,” and the “unknown unknown” is a challenge for any mathematical method
trying to include all under one umbrella. Traditionally operational risk controlling was dominated by
the ex post calculation of economic capital, which implies, inter alia, the assumption of a repeatable
situation. Current approaches of an active ex ante operational risk focuss on “learned” patterns to
fight OpRisk before losses will occur. However, this approach faces the problem of (limited) history
of measured data compared to the long-term power-law-like behaviour with a “fat tail” with few or
no events available to train a machine learning algorithm. An overview is given in Table 1 with a
comparison of different statistical and machine learning approaches for the three different regimes in
operational risk management.

While typical machine learning uses available data sets to extract features and make estimations
for future distributions, this approach is only justified for the domain of the “Known” with sufficient
existing OpRisk data. In the domain of the “Known Unknown” with rare or even solitaire data,
data-dependent machine learning cannot provide a better understanding. Long-term experience of
the experts (“heuristics”) is crucial to detect early warning signals. In the future, a combination of
heuristics (“what to learn”) and advanced machine learning (“how to learn”) can support active risk
management in the first line of defence with enhanced extraction of early warning patterns.

In the (extrapolated) domain of the “Unknown Unknown,” any prediction should be treated with
strong awareness to model risk due to naïve application of such methods. However, the underlying
power-law systematics can give a guidance how to test machine learning to provide early warning
forecasts with searching for “small” precursors for delayed severe OpRisk events.

Future research is required to enable machine learning of “hidden” pattern in the domains with
few/solitary OpRisk data but where machine learning can be combined with heuristics and/or with
information about the whole “environment,” in which OpRisk events can occur.
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Table 1. Comparison of different statistical and machine learning approaches for the three different regimes in operational risk management.

Regime of Frequent “Known” Events Regime of Rare “Unknown” Events Regime of the “Unknown Unknown”

Statistics of own risk event data Power Law or GPD Extreme Value Theory (with Limitations)

Use of external “public” data Problem of unknown assumptions and methodologies

OpRisk Self-Assessment Quantitative Enhancement

Key Risk Indicators (KRI) Possibility for (delayed) Forecast

Heuristics (in FLD) Danger of Bias Heuristics for ad-hoc actions Heuristics for best guesses

Machine Learning (stat. Methods) Pattern Recognition Problem of Sensitivity/Dependence
Machine Learning (ANN) Enhanced Pattern Recognition

Machine Learning + Heuristics Complex Patterns e.g., f. Fraud Mgmt.

Machine Learning + Scenarios Example e.g., Autonomous Cars

Reinforced Machine Learning e.g., Google AlphaGo e.g., Google AlphaGo Zero

Machine Reasoning (i. Heuristics) Problem Solving Dynamic Problem Solving
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